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 mp4) L3top: For playing audio files, this page has useful information: - See also - But please use free formats if you can:
janus_: please show a "uname -a" and "lsb_release -a" in a pastebin please janus_: so we get the right ubuntu version and the

right packages installed I have a problem with wireless I am using Ubuntu 11.10 I'm having a difficult time figuring out why my
top 5 cpu usage % are over 90% for any particular process and the most significant amount of that time is cpu usage over 100%
any suggestions? I'm running oneiric server if that matters How can i tell a user on my computer to use ipv6 and how can i make
it start using ipv6? i know how to make it use ipv4, but it wont use ipv6 why is it so hard to make a system default to use ipv6? I

have trouble on my ubuntu 10.04 with the program SDL_mixer, the sound card detected by ubuntu is an integrated audio
(ALC888) card and the output is a pair of speakers connected to this sound card. I want to use this sound card (ALC888) for my
program, is that possible? Hi. I want to automatically start an application when the system boots up. Can anyone recommend a

command line application that will work? sam_010205, search for it in the Software Centre im trying to put ubuntu on my
android phone so i can tether over wifi and i can use the phone as a modem but when i put in the flash drive 82157476af
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